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Abstract
Decomposition of synthetic organic dyes induced by photogenerated carries in
semiconductors is a highly evolved environmental enterprise. In the present study, starchcoated CdSe quantum dots (average particles size of about 3.1 nm) was synthesized and
utilized as a photocatalyst for degradation of two triphenylmethane dyes, including Methyl
Green (MG) and Malachite Green (MaG) in ambient condition. Very low quantities of
photocatalyst found to be capable of significantly decolorizing large amount of MG (ratio of
MG to photocatalyst 1000:1) within a few minutes in neutral pH. Increasing pH and amount
of photocatalyst significantly boosted degradation kinetics. The calculated kinetic constants
showed pseudo-first order kinetics for photocatalytic degradation of MG. As an alternative to
sophisticated techniques such as HPLC-MS and GC-MS that has been commonly used to
provide mechanistic studies for photocatalytic degradation process, we herein coupled simple
UV/Vis spectroscopy with multivariate curve resolution-alternative least-squares (MCRALS) to present a new paradigm in employing MCR-ALS technique for studying reaction
kinetics. The absorption spectrum of MG in the course of the degradation reaction was
monitored in several pH. Five chemical factors (components) were detected using factor
analysis (FA) and concentration profiles and pure spectra of detected components were
resolved using MCR-ALS. The obtained results suggested three groups of species including
two reactants, one intermediate and two products.
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